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ABSTRACT
TEACHING proposes a distributed, trustworthy AI integrating con-
tinuous human feedback, supporting CPSoS application design
and deployment. TEACHING envisions an intelligent environment,
empowering humans through cybernetic assistance. It advances au-
tonomous safety-critical systems, improving safety, reliability and
acceptability through human-centred design and formal validation
crossing paradigms. TEACHING brings humans and AI together,
enabling participatory development, optimisation and oversight.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Emerging architectures; • Computer systems or-
ganization→ Embedded and cyber-physical systems; •Computing
methodologies→ Artificial intelligence; •Human-centered com-
puting;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Driven by the automation capabilities of Artificial Intelligence (AI),
industry and society are experiencing the transformative impact
of the autonomous systems revolution. Cyber-Physical Systems
of Systems (CPSoS) define a diverse and dynamic environment
where autonomy is fundamental to managing complex interac-
tions between virtual and physical worlds with minimal human
intervention [1]. However, even with the highest level of auton-
omy, the human is a variable that cannot be left out of the CPSoS
equation. This is especially true in safety-critical scenarios such
as autonomous transport. TEACHING [5] embraces a vision of
the human at the centre of autonomous CPSoS by embracing the
concept of humanistic intelligence [3], where the cybernetic and
biological entities cooperate in mutual empowerment towards a
common goal and where human feedback becomes a critical driver
of CPSoS adaptivity. TEACHING addresses this challenge by inte-
grating AI with fundamental safety and reliability concepts arising
from AI-human-CPSoS interactions and considering their impact
on the underlying computing system. TEACHING is developing a
human-aware CPSoS for autonomous safety-critical applications
based on a distributed, energy-efficient and reliable AI, using edge
computing platforms that integrate a specialised computing fabric
for AI and in silico support for intelligent cyber security. The aim
is to develop a computing software and system that supports de-
veloping and deploying adaptive and reliable CPSoS applications.
This will enable sustainable human feedback to control, optimise
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and personalise the services provided. TEACHING aims to impact
the development of autonomous safety-critical systems, improving
their safety, reliability and overall acceptability.

2 TEACHING PERSPECTIVE
Using specialised AI computing fabrics and in-silico support for
intelligent cybersecurity solutions, TEACHING develops human-
centric CPS for autonomous safety-critical applications based on
distributed, energy-efficient and trustworthy AI. AI methods enable
continuous human feedback to control, optimise and personalise
services and support the design and deployment of autonomous,
adaptive and reliable CPS applications. TEACHING envisages an
intelligent environment where human and cybernetic entities work
in synergy. The latter provides the former with convenient, tailored
and reliable interaction driven by implicit human feedback through
physiological responses to CPS manipulation.

3 TEACHING ARCHITECTURE
One conceptual view of the TEACHING Platform was presented in
the project report “D1.1: Report on TEACHING related technolo-
gies SoA and derived CPSoS requirements” [6]. This conceptual
architecture follows the rationale of layered architectures, where
each layer offers services to the one above. Instantiations of the
conceptual architecture may include implementations that merge
layers, similar to ISO/OSI and TCP/IP. The starting point for de-
signing the architecture of the TEACHING Platform has been the
TEACHING objective which states “a computing platform and the
associated software toolkit supporting the development and deploy-
ment of autonomous, adaptive and dependable CPSoS applications”.
As such, at the top layer, we place the CPSoS applications that are
meant to be supported by the computing platform and the software
toolkit, i.e. the TEACHING Platform. Based on our definition of
CPSoS applications, i.e. the applications that meet a certain number
of Non-functional requirements (NFRs), we provide a layer whose
components meet those NFRs. This layer is meant to provide the
specification of the software toolkit. The underlying layers form the
TEACHING computing platform. They start with the layer meant
to provide all the supporting software tools that will allow the
development of the CPSoS applications and meet the functional
requirements. The layer below is meant to specify how the comput-
ing platform will deal with interoperability issues, homogenising
the underlying computing and network infrastructures. The final
layer deals with the specification of the infrastructure. In what fol-
lows, we provide a more detailed view of the TEACHING Platform.
The TEACHING platform comprises five layers, each providing
services to the one above. At the bottom of the stack, we have the
infrastructure layer.

3.1 Infrastructure Layer
The infrastructure layer comprises various heterogeneous infras-
tructures exposed through an embedded systemOS and the cloud/edge
resources. TEACHING assumes that access to the resources of those
infrastructures is a priori possible. On that premise, the first task
of TEACHING is to homogenise those resources, something that is
the main functionality of the Infrastructure Abstraction Layer.
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Figure 13: TEACHING platform conceptual architecture 

The TEACHING platform is comprised of 5 layers, each of which provides services to the 
one above. At the bottom of the stack, we have the infrastructure layer.  
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TEACHING assumes that access to the resources of those infrastructures is a priori possible. 

Figure 1: TEACHING architecture

3.2 Infrastructure Abstraction Layer (IAL)
The IAL provides a single abstraction layer for the execution of
applications (code or components). Essentially it homogenises the
underlying infrastructures providing a single API to deploy, execute
and monitor resources and application components. This layer also
caters for implementing I/Os, with the underlying persistence layers
and the supported peripherals, i.e., the target autonomous system
(CPS), external APIs (e.g., web services), but most importantly, with
the mechanisms that provide the human feedback.

3.3 Execution/Management Environment (EME)
The EME exposes a single API that facilitates the execution and
lifecycle management of the application components. It provides
the runtime for that purpose and integrated libraries, implemented
at a low-abstraction language, providing services and optimisations
at the top layers. Such libraries include ML runtimes like those of
TensorFlow [2] and PyTorch [4] or ML optimisations in Python,
C++, Java, etc. It also includes libraries for managing IoT solutions
(e.g., OS-IoT) implementing IoT protocols such as OneM2M. Other
libraries include the DB and security libraries, ensuring this func-
tionality is provided to the layers above.

3.4 TEACHING Software Toolkit (SDK)
The TEACHING SDK provides the framework to implement CPSoS
applications. It provides APIs to implement applications that can
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run on the TEACHING platform using the best CPSoS services. The
TEACHING SDK supports 6 toolkits:

3.4.1 AI toolkit. The TEACHING AI toolkit is the software library
that allows the developer to invoke learning modules, set up train-
ing or inference procedures, etc. The AI toolkit has the appropriate
wirings with the underlying layers to deploy and run the ML com-
ponents at the appropriate resources (e.g., GPUs). It facilitates the
I/Os and dataset management.

3.4.2 HCI toolkit. TEACHING HCI toolkit allows the software
developer to invoke the services relevant to the human feedback,
e.g., filters, buffers and other tools for retrieving and managing the
human feedback. Furthermore, this toolkit includes design patterns
and guidelines for human-centred design.

3.4.3 Security and Privacy toolkit. The Security and Privacy toolkit
provides readily available security APIs and privacy guidelines.
Regarding security, the developers may define a part of their code
or a standalone component that has to run on a secure enclave or
that the communication between components has to use OpenSSL
calls. Regarding privacy, the developers may identify datasets as
containing sensitive data, thus implicitly imposing constraints on
their further use. Furthermore, the privacy toolkit may also include
functional tools like anonymisers.

3.4.4 Dependability toolkit. The Dependability toolkit provides
software that audits the code or application components against
the TEACHING dependability guidelines and/or procedures. It also
provides engineering pattern implementations that the developers
can invoke to ensure the dependable execution of software. For
instance, in cases where the developers invoke online training ap-
proaches through the AI toolkit, the dependability toolkit may allow
the code to run in multiple instances implementing a consensus
model.

3.4.5 Energy Efficiency toolkit. The Energy efficiency toolkit links
the code or components the user would like to run with energy
efficiency services provided by the underlying layers. E.g. to run
an application, the toolkit may employ energy-efficient approaches
such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), powermode

management (PMM) or using unconventional cores such as DSP or
GPUs of FPGAs. This can be done automatically or invoked by the
user (e.g., “annotating” a part of the code or a component).

3.4.6 TEACHING CPSoS Applications. The TEACHING applica-
tions may comprise loosely coupled, standalone, independent com-
ponents (e.g., docker images) that the TEACHING SDK builds or
software that the TEACHING SDK compiles and executes.

4 CONCLUSION
This paper presented the TEACHING Project, which enables sus-
tainable human participation in developing, optimising and over-
seeing intelligent autonomous systems. Through rigorous proofs
of equivalence and trustworthiness, TEACHING builds CPSoS as
adaptive partners in human progress.
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